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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a novel and effective image model—Image Latent Semantic 

Analysis (ILSA) for extracting latent semantic features of face image, and recognizing face 

with Support Vector Machine (SVM). The novel feature extraction by the ILSA model can be 

better overcome the impact of some negative factors, such as the image quality fuzzy, 

illumination changes effect. The main contribution of the paper is that the ILSA features can 

obtain a wealth of information than the conventional image semantic features and has a 

stronger expression and classification abilities than the low-level features. The experimental 

results on the ORL and large-scale FERET databases show that the proposed algorithm 

significantly outperforms other well-known algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

With many applications in various fields, face recognition technology has received a great 

deal of attention over the decades in the field of image analysis and computer vision. One of 

the key challenges for face recognition is to explore efficient and discriminative appearance 

descriptors that are resistant to large variations in illumination, pose, facial expression, aging, 

partial occlusions and other changes [1]. Most current face recognition systems use the 

holistic and local features methods [1]. Popular representation holistic methods for face 

recognition which consider the whole attribute of the image model include Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), Kernel PCA (KPCA), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 

Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) [2]. These methods based on the whole face not 

only retain the topological relationship between the different components of the face, but also 

retain the information of the components themselves. However, the holistic methods extract 

the global properties which are influenced constantly by the light, noise and pose change. 

Local characteristics are insensitive to the illumination, expression and shelter which are 

more and more used to face recognition. The popular and successful local appearance 

descriptors include the Gabor Wavelets [3], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [4], Local Non-

negative Matrix Factorization (LNMF) and Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) [6] and so on. 

To sum up, the holistic and local features methods have been widely used in recent years. 

Physiology and psychology researchers show that both of the two methods are necessary for 
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face recognition
 
[7]. So many researchers proposed to use the global and local features to 

represent face [5]. Such as the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) [14], Local Feature 

Analysis (LFA) [13] achieves good effect. There are some semantic features between the 

fusion features which are more conforming to the human understanding of the image content. 

Therefore, it is need to explore some novel features of the face image from the fusion features. 

In recent years, contents based image analysis attracts the attentions of the researchers. The 

most important step is the semantic analysis. The semantic features which are obtained 

through the semantic analysis reflect the essential characteristics of image [8]. In additional, 

face expression, illumination, shelter can be regarded as the face semantic features for the 

human face. And these semantic features obtained from the texture or shape of the low-level. 

So the face semantic features can be extracted by mapping from the low-feature of the face 

image to improve the face recognition accuracy. However, there are some defects for face 

image because the low-feature and the semantic feature are not always one-to-one 

relationship. In order to avoid this kind of defects, researchers introduce the Latent Semantic 

Analysis (LSA) into this mapping mode to fill the gap between low-feature and high-level 

semantic feature [9
]
. Similarly, LSA also attracts some researchers’ attentions in the image 

analysis field [10-11]. The LSA can solve some of the biometric image that does not contain 

obvious semantic features. Although these studies have made some achievements, there are 

obvious shortcomings in the LSA-based image extraction. (1) Only use single low-level 

features to represent the image are difficult to get accurate latent semantic features. (2) The 

feature-image matrix is a two-dimensional matrix, if we use the 1D-PCA, 1D-NMF (1D-

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization), or SVD (Singular Vector Decomposition) method for 

feature reduction, large amounts of the structure information of the feature-image will be lost. 

Considering the above analysis, this paper proposes a novel and effective model for face 

recognition which is called Image Latent Semantic Analysis (ILSA). First of all, some feature 

extraction methods such as Gabor Wavelets [3], Hu invariant moment [17] and Local Ternary 

Pattern (LTP) [12]
 
are used to extract the low-features. Then, construct the Feature-Image 

matrix and decompose the matrix with the 2D-PCA [16]. The last results are the Image Latent 

Semantic Features (ILSF) which are trained and tested by the Support Vector Machine 

(SVM). The experiment results show that this new method can improve the accuracy of face 

recognition, especially for the face image in complex environment. 

The organization of the rest of the paper is as below. Section 2 briefly introduces the theory 

of LSA. In Section 3, the proposed method is explained in details. In Section 4, the 

experimental results are analyzed. At the last, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
 

2. Related Theory 
 

2.1. Latent Semantic Analysis 

Latent semantic concept was firstly proposed in the text information retrieval and K.L. 

Tomas et al., [9] proposed the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) method. LSA can be regarded 

as a kind of extended vector space analysis model which decomposes the Term-Document 

matrix through the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).  

First of all, we may get a Term-Document matrix m nM   according to the analyzed 

document data when we analyze the document, where m is the number of word in the 

analyzed document and n is the number of document.  The Term-Document matrix is shown 

in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Term-Document Matrix 

The main principle of the method is to decompose the Term-Document matrix m nM   

through SVD to map the high dimension of vector space model into low dimensional latent 

semantic space. SVD decomposes the matrix m nM  by the formula:
TM WSD , where 

matrix W is the feature vector matrix, which is derived by the relationship 
TMM matrix 

constituted between term and term, and matrix 
TD is the feature vector matrix, which is 

derived by the transposed 
TM M constituted between document and document. Matrix S is a 

singular value diagonal matrix r r, and min( , )r m n ,which is the rank of matrix M. 

 

 

Figure 2. New Term-Document Matrix 

Assume that the k biggest singular values of the matrix S are consistent with the 

corresponding column of the matrix W  and matrix
TD . If the other singular values are 

moved, then the final matrix is kM , whose rank is k. The matrix kM  is completely similarity 
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with initial matrix m nM   in some aspects. So the matrix can be written as
T

k k k kM W S D , 

where k is the dimension of the semantic space. The parameter k is the key index which is 

determined by experiments. When the value of k is 2, the new Term-Document matrix kM  is 

shown in Figure 2. 

From the Figure 2, we can see that the term ‘Human’ in the Document ‘C2’ and ‘C3’ are 

zero in the matrix M, while they are non-zero in the new matrix kM . That means that it has a 

litter appearance in document ‘C2’ and ‘C3’. And the same, the term “User” is non-zero in 

‘C1’ in the new matrix. And terms “Human” and “User” represent the same meaning of 

“people”. So this may due to the latent semantic between the two terms. 

The relationship between any two documents in the k dimension reduction space can be 

obtained by: 

( )T T T T T T

k k k k k k k k k k k k k kM M W S D W S D D S W W S D                              (2.1) 

( )T T

k k k k k k k kD S S D D S D S                                                  (2.2) 

In the above matrix, the element ( , )i j determines the document relationship between 

document id  and jd . 

 

2.2. Support Vector Machine 

For a two-class pattern recognition problem, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is committed 

to find an Optimal Separating Hyperplane which can most separate the largest fraction of two 

categories training samples. The most requirements are that it must maximize the distance or 

the margin between each class and the hyperplane.  

SVM is successful applied in many pattern recognition, numerous researchers use it in the 

face recognition
 
[16]. However, the two-class problem of SVM needs to be transformed when 

it applied in face recognition with multi-class problem. In this paper, the multi-class problem 

is unified into a two-class problem. Two new classes will be set with the difference between 

the face sample belong to the inter-class difference image sets C1 and the face sample belong 

to the intra-class difference image sets C2. They are defined as follows: 

1 { | }i j i jC t t t t                                                             (2.3) 

Where it  is the ith face image, the sign of   means it  and  jt  is not the same person 

sample. The intra-class difference image sets characterize the difference between the same 

individual samples. It is defined as follow: 

2 { | }i j i jC t t t t                                                             (2.4) 

Where the sign of means it  and jt  is the same person image. The Class C1 and C2 were 

trained in SVM. The image difference between the unknown image P and the entire known 

image are evaluated in order. Then the SVM is used to classify all the difference images. 

 
1

( , )
sN

j i i i j

i

y K s P t b 


                                                      (2.5) 

Where i  and b are defined in 
[16]

. The image jt  corresponding to the minimum j is the 

most matching to the image P. 
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3. Proposed Method: Image Latent Semantic Analysis 

This section describes the components of our face recognition algorithm based on ILSA 

and SVM in detail.  

Similar with the application of LSA in the Term-Document, we introduce the LSA into the 

image recognition so-called image LSA (ILSA). When LSA applied in image analysis, the 

“term” is replaced by the image low-level features and the “document” is replaced by the 

“image”, and the Feature-Image matrix replaces the Term-Document matrix. The main 

purpose of the ILSA is to explore the semantic features between the features and the images.  

Due to these semantic features are mapping from the low-level features through the LSA, 

so more information of face image are reserved and they show stronger ability of expression 

and classification ability. And these features extraction by LSA can be a unique feature 

applied to the face recognition. 

The ILSA for face recognition with SVM mainly contains five steps as illustrated in Figure 

3, namely, they are pre-processing, low-level features extraction for image, multi-features 

fusion, building features-image matrix, image latent semantic analysis and classifying with 

SVM. The main steps are explained in details as below. 

 

 

Figure 3. The Steps of the Whole Processing 

1) Pre-processing.  

We preprocess the face image before feature extraction. Firstly, we enhance and normalize 

the face image [12], and then each face image is divided into m×n=p sub-images. 

2) Extraction the low-level features.  

For each sub-image, we extract the local features. Some typical low-level features are 

obtained, such as Hu invariant moments, Gabor filter, and LTP features. These three low-

level descriptors are selected due to their good region representation abilities. Invariant 

moments features widely used in image processing because of its properties of invariance to 
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scale, position and rotation. The Gabor wavelets have been widely used in face recognition. 

And the LTP extends LBP to 3-valued a code which is more resistant to noise. 

(1) Hu invariant moments. Invariant moments features widely used in image processing 

because of its properties of invariance to scale, position and rotation. We use the Hu invariant 

moments [17] to extract seven invariant moment features. The rotation invariant pattern 

identification as below: 
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(3.1) 

(2) Gabor filters. Gabor wavelets are in many ways like Fourier transform but have a 

limited spatial scope. 2D Gabor wavelets most commonly used in face recognition have the 

formula [3] 
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Where max, /
i v

v v vk k e k k f

    gives the frequency, / 8, [0, )       gives the 

orientation. 

(3) LTP features. Local Ternary Patterns extends LBP to 3-valued codes
[12]

, in which gray-

levels in a zone of width t  around ci  are quantized to zero, ones above this are quantized to 

1  and ones below it to -1. The indicator ( )s m  is replaced with a 3-valued function. 
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c
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c
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                                       (3.3) 

The LTP encoding procedure is illustrated in Figure 4. It shows that the threshold t was set 

to 7 and the tolerance interval is [50, 64]. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Basic LTP Operators 
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3) Constructing the Feature-Image Matrix.  

The constructing of the Feature-Image Matrix is summarized as below. Firstly, we directly 

use the feature level fusion of these low-level features to extract the most discriminant 

features, which describe the image from the different aspects. The number of the sub-images 

is P. The dimension of fusion features is Q. Then, the Feature-Image Matrix is constructed by 

sub-image and their corresponding fusion features. The number of the sub-images is taken as 

the row of the Matrix, and the dimension of the fusion features is taken as the column of the 

Matrix. And the element of the Feature-Image Matrix is the fusion features of the 

corresponding sub-image. So, the size of the Feature-Image Matrix is P×Q. 

4) Image Latent Semantic Feature (ILSA).  

After construct the Feature-Image matrix, we may decompose the matrix to dig out the 

image latent semantic feature. Because the Feature-Image matrix is two-dimensional matrix, 

in order to guarantee matrix content and structure integrity, we use 2D-PCA (Principle 

Component Analysis) method [16]. After the decomposition of matrix, we obtain the 

semantic-space which is spanned by the semantic basis vectors. Then, we can project the 

input face image into this semantic-space to get the image latent semantic features. 

5) Recognition with SVM.  

After we get the latent semantic features, we may recognize them with a classifier. 

Statistical learning algorithm such as SVM [16] has stronger generalization ability as 

introduced in Section 2.2, so SVM is used to classify the latent semantic features with the 

training and test stages. 

 

4. Experiments and Analysis  

In order to test the performance of the proposed method, two well-known available public 

databases, ORL and FERET database [15], were used, which contains large illumination 

variations. Our experiments in ORL were performed using the first k image sample per 

subject for training, and the remaining images for testing.  

In the image pre-processing step, we should divide the face image into n*n block. How to 

divide the image is an important factor which is affects the recognition feature keep degree. In 

order to study the block number how to affect the final recognition results, we choose the 

value of size n with 2,4,5,6,8,10 and 20. And the classifier is SVM. Some parameters of the 

SVM are the default parameter of LIBSVM [18].  

The recognition results based on image latent semantic analysis and SVM classifier on 

ORL database are shown in Figure 5. From the figure, we can see that the accuracy is lowest 

with 62.5% when the face image is divided into 2*2 blocks.  
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Figure 5. Performance of Different Blocks in ORL Face Database 
 

And bigger block number, higher recognition accuracy. When n is 10 or bigger, the 

accuracy does not increase nearly, and when n is 40, the accuracy is 96.5%. However, as n 

increasing, the training cost of time also increases. So considering the two factors of the 

precision and time, we choose the value of n is 20 in our experiment and the number of 

training sample is 5. And if n is chosen by other value like 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 20, the accuracies are 

67.5%, 77.5%, 82.5%, 92.5%, 95%, 96%, respectively. 

In order to prove the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, the existed state-of-the-art 

methods and our method are compared. The recognition accuracy performances for Gabor, 

LBP，LGBHPS and our proposed method are as shown in Figure 6. From the figure, we can 

see that the recognition accuracy of all of the algorithms gradually rise with the increasing of 

the training samples.  

 

 

Figure 6. Performance of Different Methods in ORL Face Database 

Though all the recognition accuracies are 100% when the number of training sample is 9, 

the whole recognition of ILSA is the highest. The average recognition of the ILSA is 98.75%, 

and the other methods such as Gabor, LBP, Gabor-LBP, LGBPHS are 94.5%, 94.25%, 

95.93%, 96.4%. So the performance of our proposed method is better than those well-knows 

methods. 
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On the other hand, the average accuracies of Gabor, LBP, LGBHPS and our proposed 

method in the ORL and FERET face database are as shown in Table 1. From the table, we can 

see that all the methods in the FERET database also get high recognition accuracies, and the 

accuracy of the methods of ILSA is 98.47%, which is higher than that of the Gabor, the LBP 

and the LGBPHS. So the ILSA method can get higher accuracy in both two face databases, so 

the performance of the proposed method is better than the existed state-of-the-art results. 

Table 1. Accuracy of Gabor, LBP, Gabor-LBP, LGBHPS, and ILSA in the ORL 
and FERET Face Database 

Algorithm Gabor LBP Gabor-LBP LGBPHS ILSA 

ORL database 94.5% 94.25% 95.93% 96.4% 98.75% 

FERET database 95.0% 97.0% 97.3% 98.0% 98.49% 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a novel and effective image model--Image Latent Semantic 

Analysis for extracting the latent semantic features of face image, and classifying face image 

with SVM.  

There are two main contributions. The first contribution of this paper is that a 

heterogeneous features fusion-based recognition framework that combines three popular 

feature sets-Gabor, Invariant moment and LTP. The second contribution of this paper is to 

extract the image latent semantic features which are obtained from a Feature-Image matrix; 

the unique feature extraction by the ILSA will be efficient to overcome the impact of some of 

the negative factors, such as the image quality fuzzy, illumination changes effect and so on.  

Experiments on two public databases show that the proposed methods outperform than 

other traditional methods.  
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